Job Skill Demonstration A

CONTEST DATE & LOCATION: Refer to the Kansas State Championship Conference Packet

PURPOSE: To evaluate each contestant’s ability to demonstrate and explain an entry-level technical skill used in the occupational area for which he or she is training

ELIGIBILITY: Open to active SkillsUSA members enrolled in career and technical programs with career objectives that are included in the SkillsUSA Championships official contests. The “A” classification is based on the program enrollment of the contestant. It is not based on the specific skill to be demonstrated.

CLOTHING REQUIREMENT: For Men: Official blazer, or jacket; black dress slacks; white dress shirt; plain black tie with no pattern or the SkillsUSA black tie; black socks and black shoes.

For Women: Official blaze, or jacket; black dress slacks or knee-length skirt with businesslike white, collarless blouse or white blouse with small, plain collar that may not extend onto the lapels of the blazer; black sheer or skin-tone seamless hose and black dress shoes.

OR, professional dress for the member’s technical program.

The official State T-shirt attire may be worn for the State Championships, but it is highly recommended competitors wear the SkillsUSA Official attire.

Official attire recommended

NOTE: The Official Kansas State T-shirt will be mailed to schools prior to the competition.
CONTEST PREPARATION: Refer to the Technical Standards for guidelines.

- Flashing Time Card
- Performance Space with table and electrical availability

Supplied by the Contestant:

- One-page, hard copy resume
- All materials and equipment needed for the demonstration
- NOTE: If you are using a projector, this is equipment the contestant must provide.